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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE EARLIER WORKS AND THEORY OF INVESTIGATION 

 

II.1. Review of the Earlier Works 

II.1.1. An overview of host guest chemistry 

Host-guest chemistry usually involves compatible binding between two or more 

molecules and ions. The molecules involved in host-guest complex are held together in 

terms of non-covalent bonds. It encompasses molecular recognition; thus by appropriate 

choice of binding sites a host-guest complex is formed. An Inclusion complex is a distinct 

system. In 3D structures of large molecules non-covalent bonding cannot be maintained 

that is why large molecules bind specifically but transiently in many biological processes. 

The Non-covalent interactions are basically electrostatic or dispersive forces. Different 

types of non-bonding interactions are there but hydrogen bonds, ionic bonding, van der 

Waals forces, hydrophobic interactions are very common.[1, 2] 

Cyclodextrins are cyclical cavity polymers consist of minimum 6-D-(+)-

glycopyranose units connected by α-(1,4) linkages. Three types of common cyclodextrin 

molecules α, β and γ  have various applications in food industry, pharmaceutical chemistry 

and in other consumer products. The universal production of cyclodextrins has crossed 

10,000 tons per year. Due to suitable cavity diameter CDs can access the technique of 

different host guest complexes.  They possess a hydrophobic central cavity which can 

accommodate variety of organic guest molecules and can be able to form host-guest 

inclusion complexes or supramolecular organizations. CDs are water soluble and also 

biodegradable which make them very special for executing and implementing in various 

applications. As the guest molecule enters the cavity of CD molecule, there occur some 

changes in the physical properties of the guest which may be used in different areas. To 

increase the bioavailability of any drug, CDs have no alternation. 

Among the cyclodextrins, β-CD is the prominent one because of having modest 

cavity dimension, low production price and easy availability. The inclusion complexes of 

the bioactive molecules  with CDs includes numerous pharmacological benefits e.g. 
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increase the stability, solubility, bioavailability and diminish the toxic effects of the 

drug.[3] [4] [5] 

II.1.2. Inclusion Complex formation 

The process of inclusion seems to happen between a host and a guest molecule via 

some non-bonding interactions or simply there occurs no formation of bonds. The cyclic 

host molecules are preferred for this like calixarenes, cyclodextrins etc. [6] 

The hydrophobic cavity of CDs enables maximum organic moiety to enter and to 

fit perfectly. It does not include bond breaking or bond making. The non-bonding 

interactions are the responsible for the complex formation. 

Expulsion of water molecule by the entering guest molecule may be the driving 

force in this process. The thermodynamic of the process rely on it. 

Through the process of inclusion it is possible to protect the drug from 

environmental and enzymatic degradation, oxidation etc. 

The overall inclusion phenomenon is dynamic itself as it includes very weak non-

covalent forces. The strength of association depends on how perfectly the guest fitted into 

the void. ICs can be formed in solution phase or in crystalline phase. Choice of solvent is 

based on the solubility of the guest molecule but most of the time water is considered as 

the solvent media. Certain non-aqueous/organic solvents are also used for the purpose 

of inclusion. 

 

Scheme.II.1: Schematic diagram of host-guest inclusion complexation. 
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II.1.3. The stoichiometry of inclusion 

The most common stoichiometry for the host guest inclusion is 1:1(H:G). Other 

stoichiometries are very few in literature. 

 

Fig.II.1. The different types of stoichiometries in Host-guest inclusion complex 

Job’s method is applied to determine the stoichiometry of the host-guest complex 

from the UV-Vis spectroscopic study. It is a process by which the total concentration of 

both the host and guest is kept fixed (while mixing different volumes of solutions of each 

in appropriate solvent) and the concentration of guest varies in a set of set of solutions.  

ΔA*R Vs R is plotted in the Job plot; Where ΔA stands for change in absorbance of the 

guest in presence of host and R=[G]/[G]+[CD]. If R value exhibits a maximum deviation at 

0.5 then it is a 1:1 stoichiometry. 

 

Fig.II.2: Representation of Job plot for 1:1(H:G) 
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II.1.4. Determination of both the stoichiometry and the association constant 

With the help of Job’s plot we can predict the extent of interaction and also the 

stoichiometry between the host and guest molecules. Data obtained from experimental 

findings are fitted in linear or non-linear models according to Benesi-Hildebrand double 

reciprocal equation. The equation is shown below. 
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(ΔA is as stated above, Δε is the molar extinction co-efficient and [H] and [G] are 

the concentration terms of host and guest molecules.) 

II.2. Theory of Investigations 

II.2.1. Hydrophobic Interactions: 

Hydrophobic effect is the affinity of nonpolar molecules to get aggregated in 

aqueous solution by excluding water molecules. Hydrophobicity means the fear of water 

and includes the isolation of water and nonpolar molecules, which enhance hydrogen 

bonding interaction in water molecules and decrease the area of contact of nonpolar and 

water molecules. According to thermodynamics, hydrophobic effect is nothing but the 

change in free energy of water  surrounding a solute. Positive change in free energy  of 

the surrounding solvent describes hydrophobicity, while a negative change in free energy 

denotes hydrophilicity. 

Hydrophobic effects encompass important application in biological fields such as 

protein folding, formation of vesicles, membrane protein insertion into the nonpolar lipid 

and in separation of mixtures of polar and nonpolar solvents. 

 

Fig.II.3: Hydrophobic interaction brings the interacting molecules closer. 
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II.2.2. van der Waals Forces: 

Van der Waals forces of interactions are feeble forces in practice and particularly 

of 0.5-1kcal/mol. Forces produced are non-ionic and non-directional. It is a propensity of 

the electronegative atoms present in neutral molecules to divert the electron cloud of 

comparatively less electronegative adjacent atoms by means of covalent bonds. 

Thus it introduced a partial positive and partial negative charge in the same 

molecule i.e. dispersion of charge occurs. 

 

Fig.II.4: van der Waals forces of attraction between molecules 

The forces also seems to occur between opposite charges of two interacting 

molecules placed close enough to each other in an arrangement that the positive end of 

one meets the negative end of the other. According to the mechanisms of charge 

dispersion, the forces are categorised. 

Molecules that are capable of partial charge distribution because of having strong 

electronegative atoms can generate a permanent dipole in it which in turn can induce 

dipolar nature in other molecule. Thus there occurs interaction like ionic fashion but of 

very weak strength. This type of force is Keesom force (dipole-dipole interaction). 

 

Fig.II.5. Dipole-dipole attraction 

On the other hand if permanent dipole deforming the electron cloud of 

neighbouring molecule, it is termed as Debye force (dipole-induced dipole interaction). 
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Fig.II.6. Dipole-induced dipole attraction 

The force that operates due to partial charge distribution between two 

neighbouring neutral entities is the London force i.e. (induced dipole-induced dipole 

interaction). 

 

Fig.II.7. Induced dipole-induced dipole interaction 

II.2.3. Hydrogen bonds: 

The electrostatic force between a hydrogen atom which is covalently bonded to an 

electronegative atom or group and an electronegative atom with lone pair generates 

hydrogen bonding. Electronegative atoms actively participate here like fluorine, oxygen, 

nitrogen. 

Hydrogen bonds are basically stronger forces than van der Waals forces ranging 

between 1-40kcal/mol but weaker than ionic or covalent bonds. Two types of hydrogen 

bonds are (a) intramolecular and (b) intermolecular .The strength and energy of 

hydrogen bonds depend on the nature of the involved donor acceptor atoms, geometry 

and the environment. 

When hydrogen bond is formed involving a hydrogen atom and an electronegative 

atom from other part of the same molecule, it is intramolecular hydrogen bonding. On the 

other hand when an electronegative atom of one molecule attracts the hydrogen atom of 

other molecule, it is called intermolecular hydrogen bond. Hydrogen bonds have 

Induced dipole-induced 
dipole attraction
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significant contribution in the physical properties of different substances even in the 

structures (both secondary and tertiary) of nucleic acid and proteins. It also helps in 

generating various polymeric structures. 

Hydrogen bonding markedly effects on the stability and boiling point of several 

compounds such as water. The high boiling point of water is owing to intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding.[7] [8, 9] 

 

Fig.II.8: Intra and intermolecular Hydrogen bonding. 

II.2.4. Electrostatic Forces: 

Electrostatic force is the force between two charged particles by the action of 

attraction or repulsion can be measured by Coulomb’s law. The force is proportional to 

the product of the charges of the two particles and inversely proportional to the square 

of the distance between the centres of the two charged particles. 

II.2.5. Ion-Dipolar Attractions: 

It is a kind of electrostatic force between the fully charged ion and a permanent 

dipole of a neutral polar molecule. The alignment of both the entities is such that the 

negative dipole of the neutral molecule is in close proximity to the positively charged ion 

and vice versa for the attraction to be maximum . These types of forces are much stronger 

than hydrogen bonding and dipole-dipole attractions as a fully charged ion is taking part. 
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Fig.II.9: Ion-dipolar attraction between an ion and a dipole of a polar molecule. 

The strength of the ion-dipole attraction generally depends on the charge of the 

ion and on the partial charge on the dipole of the molecule. 

II.2.6. Solute-Solvent Interactions: 

The intermolecular forces act between the solute and solvent molecules are the 

main cause of solubility and the solute-solvent interaction must be stronger than the 

solute-solute and solvent-solvent interaction. This is the reason why NaCl dissolves in 

water. As soon as NaCl get into the solution water molecules surrounds the ions Na+ and 

Cl- separately thus the bond between Na and Cl becomes weak; this occurs because of the 

salvation process. The dissolution power also depends on the nature of the solute 

particles whether they like the solvent or not. Solution chemistry covers many 

thermodynamic parameters and new implications based on these parameters. 

II.2.7. NMR Spectroscopy: 

Nuclear magnetic resonance is a very powerful technique for determining the 

structure of different molecules. It has vast application in the field of chemistry, material 

and engineering sciences. 

NMR is a technique of exposing  atomic nuclei to a strong magnetic field and by 

the effect of this field protons precess at different frequencies. The precessing protons 

are then irradiated by steadily changing frequencies and the frequency at which 

absorption occurs is observed. When the energy of radiation matches the energy of the 

proton for flipping, absorption occurs and signal is observed. The obtained spectrum is 

called Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectrum. 
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All the protons do not absorb the same applied field. Absorption depends on the 

magnetic field felt by a specific proton. Different set of protons in different environment 

have different effective field strengths. Different protons will have to have different 

applied field strength for producing same effective field strength at a supplied radio-

frequency which will cause absorption to occur. By measuring the applied field strength, 

absorption peaks are plotted for the set of protons. 

Position of the signals 

To find out the nature of the protons (aliphatic, aromatic, allylic, vinylic)of the 

variety of compounds the positioning of the signals are very important. Moreover the 

electronic environment is responsible for the absorption of protons. 

The molecule under investigation when placed in a magnetic field, the electrons in 

it generates a secondary magnetic field opposite to the applied field. Induced field 

opposes the applied field, proton is said to be shielded and vice versa. Shielding causes 

upfield absorption while deshielding downfield. These shifts by shielding or deshielding 

of protons in the position of nmr absorption are chemical shifts. It is denoted by 𝛿 in ppm. 

An NMR technique for the identification of carbon atoms analogous to hydrogen 

is also applied for structure determination of basically organic and organometallic 

compounds. It follows the rule as that of proton NMR. 

Nuclear Overhauser Effect 

It is a process of transferring nuclear spin polarisation from one (spin-active) to 

other nuclei through cross relaxation. It explains the interaction of two protons or nuclei 

in space when they are close enough. Here, the number of intervening bonds have no 

effects. By interpreting the 1H two dimensional NOESY spectrum it is possible to predict 

the geometry, structures and stereochemistry of different molecules including 

biomolecules. [10, 11] 

2D ROESY 

The 2D ROESY NMR spectrum is a two dimensional rotating frame overhauser 

enhancement spectroscopy having the same principle as NOESY. When protons are in 
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close vicinity in space, through space interactions generates cross peaks in the two 

dimensional XY plane. It is one of the suitable techniques for structure elucidation in 

solution phase but it requires spin lock while mixing the solutions. 

II.2.8. FTIR Spectroscopy: 

It is a method of obtaining the infrared spectrum of solid, liquid and gas. It 

accumulates high resolution spectral data ranging between 400-4000 cm-1 . 

It causes an excitation of a molecule from lower to higher vibrational level 

associated with a number of closely placed rotational lines. Not all bonds in molecules 

can absorb infrared energy but only those which can generate a change in dipole moment 

can absorb in infra red region and the molecules are called infra red active. Vibrational 

transitions not associated with change in dipole moment of molecule are infrared 

inactive. N-H, C=O, O-H bonds are associated with change in dipole moment, strongly 

absorb in infrared. A molecule will exhibit a number of signals or peaks in IR region as 

absorption in IR region is quantised. 

 

Fig.II.10: Principle of FTIR spectroscopy 

There are classes of vibrations accompanied by IR spectra e.g. stretching, bending. 

Stretching vibration can also be classified into different categories. Hook’s law is applied 

to measure the vibrational stretching frequencies. 
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Where 𝜇 is the reduced mass which is equal to   m1m2/(m1+m2) and k is the force 

constant of the bond. 

Generally by preparing KBr palette of the samples under observation we recorded 

the spectra. Sample should be taken in very small amount compared to dry KBr. 

II.2.9. Isothermal Titration Calorimetric Study 

Isothermal calorimetric study is a quantitative technique to determine the 

stoichiometry and some thermodynamic parameters involved in complexation. Very 

often it is used to find out the binding site of host molecules or different macromolecules. 

Thermodynamic measurements like change in enthalpy, binding constant, change in 

enthalpy, change in Gibb’s free energy, entropy etc of two or more than two interacting 

molecules can be determined. The thermogram curve will be a sigmoidal curve for the 

stoichiometry. 

The calorimeter is composed of two indistinguishable cells in an adiabatic jacket; 

one is sample cell and another is reference cell. Sample cell contains the host or the 

macromolecule and reference cell contains buffer or water. 

 

Fig.II.11: Pictorial representation of ITC experiment 

Now, a minimum aliquots of ligand or guest molecule is injected in each injected. 

Heat may evolve or absorbed upon addition. The raw data of heat evolved versus time 

generate a number of spikes and every spike denotes single injection of guest or ligand. 
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II.2.10. UV-Visible Spectroscopy: 

This spectroscopy is basically an electronic spectroscopy which includes the 

jumping of electrons from ground energy level to higher energy level. Molecules that have 

bonding and non-bonding electrons absorb UV or visible light for the excitation of the 

electrons to promote them to higher energy anti bonding orbitals. If the electrons are 

easily excited it concludes that they can absorb longer wavelength of light. 

The transition of electrons follows some selection rules. The allowed transitions 

are n- 𝜋 *, 𝜋 -𝜋 * and σ-σ*. They can be arranged as follows σ-σ*> n- σ*> 𝜋 -𝜋 *> n- 𝜋 *. 

 

Fig.II.12: Excitation of electrons in ethylene. 

The theory of UV-Vis spectroscopy is based on the Lambert’s-Beer’s law, Which is 

log (𝐼0/𝐼) = 𝑐𝑙 = 𝐴                                                           (II.3) 

Where I0 is the intensity of the incident light; I is the intensity of the transmitted 

light; c is the concentration of solution; l is the path length of the sample and  is the molar 

absorptivity. 

With the help of the Benesi-Hildebrand equation, the compiled data obtained from 

UV-Visible spectroscopy are plotted in order to get association constant of different host-

guest systems. The stoichiometry of inclusion is also interpreted by the help of this 

technique. 
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II.2.11. Fluorescence Spectroscopy 

In fluorescence spectroscopy, at first excitation of molecule occurs via photon 

absorption from ground electronic energy level to any of the vibrational energy level of 

higher electronic energy level. When it collides with other molecules its energy drops 

down and it returns to the ground electronic state by obviously emitting photon. The 

emitting photons have different energies and frequencies. Jablonski diagram depicts the 

process. Now, analysis of the emitted light of different frequencies together with the 

relative intensities it is possible to predict the structure of different vibrational energy 

levels. Fluorescence intensity is proportional to the concentration of the fluorophore 

when the concentration is low. 

 

Fig.II.13: The Jablonski diagram of fluorescence 

Fluorescence spectroscopy also helps in determining the association constant of 

the host-guest complex as we have done here. 

II.2.12. Scanning Electron Microscopy: 

This technique is basically used to explain the surface morphology of different 

species. The scanning electron microscope a beam of electrons is applied. The interaction 

of electrons with the atoms generates various signals which give us information about 

the  topography of the surface and composition of the sample. 
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Fig:II.14: Working principle of SEM 

SEM micrographs have a three dimensional appearance which helps to 

understand the morphology of a surface clearly. The samples should be dried completely 

as the sample chamber is in high vacuum state. 

II.2.13. Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD): 

The X-ray diffraction stands on the principles of Bragg’s law .When X-rays collide 

the surface of a crystalline substance , they get diffracted by the atoms of the crystals. The 

parts which do not scattered pass through the next layer of atoms and scattered and so 

on. By the process, we get a diffraction pattern. For the X-rays to be diffracted, the 

substance must be crystalline and the spacing between the layers of atoms should be 

close to the wavelength of radiation. X-ray diffraction study deals with constructive 

interference i.e. beams (monochromatic X-rays) that are diffracted by the two different 

layers are in phase. Constructive interference is the cause of appearance of peaks. 
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Fig.II.15: Pictorial representation of the diffraction of X-ray 

The Bragg’s equation is,       Sinϴ =  
𝒏𝝀

𝟐𝒅
                                                                        (II.4) 

Where, ϴ is the incident angle, 

λ  is wavelength, 

d is the interplanar distance, 

n is integer. 

II.2.14. Mass spectrometry: 

Mass spectrometry is the most precise method to determine the elemental 

composition and the molecular mass of a compound. With a beam of energized electrons, 

molecules are bombarded. As a result, they get ionised and broken down into different 

fragments including some positive ions. Each type of ion possesses a specific mass to 

charge ratio (m/e). As the charge is unity for most ions, the m/e ratio is nothing but the 

molecular mass of the ion. Elimination of one electron from the parent molecule gives the 

parent ion. 
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Fig.II.16: The working principle of mass spectrometry 

In mass spectrometry the intensity of each signal designates the relative 

abundance of the respective ion generating the peak. The parent ion peak should not be 

bewildered with the base peak. The base peak has 100% abundance whereas the parent 

ion peak has very small abundance. 

This spectrometry is tremendously useful for establishing or confirming structure 

of new compounds, to recognise two compounds, to find out the molecular formula of a 

compound, to verify the presence of certain structural units in a molecule and to reveal 

the exact molecular mass of a compound. 

II.2.15. Techniques used to investigate the physicochemical parameters in solution 

Solution chemistry reveals the chemistry between solute-solute, solute-solvent 

and solvent-solvent interactions generally in aqueous solution. The interactions that are 

taking place in solution are normally non-covalent bonds and based on attraction-

repulsion process. Now by measuring different parameters of solution, we can have 

surprising results about different type of interactions between the involved species. 
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II.2.15.1. Density 

Density measurements have a very important function in different type of 

interactions beween solute and solvent in solution as it is a physical property of substance 

of mass to volume; where other physical quantities also show vital role. 

Apparent  molar volume 

The volumetric behaviour of electrolytes and non-electrolytes in solution supply 

useful information about the interactions between the molecules of solute-solvent and 

solute-solute. The structural properties of water are greatly affected by the interaction of 

solute, especially with ions with non-polar groups. Thus, for elucidating the structural 

interactions occurring in solution, the apparent and partial molar volumes and 

expansibilities of solute are the important tools. The apparent molar volume of the solute 

is its geometric volume including the changes in volume (extra volume) in addition of 

solvent. [12] 

The apparent molar volumes ( v ), of the solutes can be calculated by using the 

following relation. 
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                                                        (II.5) 

Where, M signify the molar mass of the solute; m is the molality of the solution; ρ 

and ρ0 denote the densities of the solution and solvent respectively. 

At infinite dilution apparent molar volume is called as the limiting molar apparent 

volume ( 0

v ). Linear plots of best fitted data of v  against the square root of molar 

concentrations (√𝑚) give the values of limiting molar apparent volume ( 0

v ) and 

experimental slopes ( *

vS ) by the use of Masson equation. 

𝜑𝑣 = 𝜑𝑣
0 + 𝑆𝑣

∗√𝑚                                                             (II.6) 

*

vS  is the experimental slope and signify the solute-solute interaction in solution. 

The limiting molar apparent volume 0

v  explains the solute-solvent interaction occuring 
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in  solution. The large positive values of  0

v  indicates the presence of strong solute-

solvent interaction. By correlating the values of limiting apparent molar volume ( 0

v ) and 

experimental slopes ( *

vS ), the predominance of the interactions over each other can be 

presumed. 

The negative values of the experimental slope *

vS  in our research work suggest 

less solute-solute interaction i.e.(uracil-uracil) and as the values of ( 0

v ) are large positive 

,solute(uracil)-cosolute(aqueous gallic acid) interactions overcome the solute(uracil)-

solute(uracil) interaction. 

The physical significance of structure making- breaking interaction 

The structure making and breaking tendency of any solute in the territory of 

solvent in solution can be expressed by Hepler’s equation which supplies useful 

information regarding the interaction of solute-solvent. 

As temperature imparts a significant role in the formation or deformation of any 

structure, correlating with this the limiting apparent molar volume (temperature 

dependence ) will be in the form of the following equation. 

0 2

1 2v oa a T a T                                                             (II.7) 

Where, ɑ0, ɑ1, ɑ2 are the empirical parameters and T is the temperature in Kelvin . 

The limiting apparent molar expansibilities ( 0

E ) can be attained by differentiating 

the equation (II.7) with respect to temperature. 

0 0

1 2( ) 2E v PT a a T                                                         (II.8) 

The value of limiting apparent molar expansibility changes with change in 

temperature, it’s positive value tells us about the absence of caging. 

In the chemistry of solution there are two types of solutes one is structure maker 

and another is structure breaker; whether a particular solute is structure maker or 
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structure breaker can be determined with the help of Hepler’s constant 
0( )E PT  . 

Equation (II.8) can be arranged as the following. 

0 2 0 2

2( ) ( ) 2E P v PT T a                                                         (II.9) 

The sign of  
0( )E PT  decides solute’s structure making and breaking capacity in 

solution. If the values are positive or small negative that means there occurs a structure 

making interaction otherwise the reverse will occur. 

II.2.15.2. Viscosity 

Among the various physical properties of liquids, viscosity is very common and 

delivers a bunch of data regarding the interactions happening in the solution between 

solute and solvent or ion-solvent. In simple words, viscosity is resistance to flow. In 

liquids, the molecular motion is controlled by the neighbouring molecules and as a result 

transport of momentum takes place not by the motion of the actual molecules but due to 

the intermolecular forces and it forms the base of all procedures for the prediction of the 

variations in viscosity of liquid mixtures. 

An aqueous solution of electrolyte may possess large or less viscosity in 

comparison to water depending on the concentration range and solute. 

The friction force that is needed to maintain a velocity difference of unity between 

the two parallel layers of liquid/fluid, which are at unit distance apart is termed as the 

co-efficient of viscosity or viscosity, denoted by the symbol  𝜂 . 

The temperature and concentration dependence of the viscosity co-efficient of 

aqueous electrolytic solution have been studied earlier and it gives useful evidences 

about the limit of ionic hydration inside the hydration co-spheres. Jones and Dole 

introduced an empirical equation by combining the relative viscosities of electrolytes 

with molarity 

η/η0 = ηr= 1+A√𝐶+Bc                                                 (II.10) 

or 
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( ηr-1)/√𝐶 = A+B√𝐶                                                     (II.11) 

Where  η and η0 are the co-effiecients of viscosity of solution and solvent 

respectively. A and B are the constants depending on the ion-ion and solute-solvent 

interactions. A can be theoretically measured. The constant A generally refers to long 

range interionic forces and always a positive value while B is associated with the ion’s 

size. It is an changeable additive parameter and is related to the ion’s partial molar 

entropy. [13] 

Plots of ( ηr-1)/√𝐶 vs √𝐶 are seen to be linear and by least square method the 

experimental values of A and B co-efficients can be evaluated. 

By using Falkenhagen-Vernon equation the A coefficient can be measured 

theoretically. 
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Symbols have their usual significance. 

The viscosity B coefficient helps in classifying ions as water structure making and 

structure breaking. The temperature variation of viscosity B coefficient supplies 

information for such classification. Also the hydration number of molecules or ions can 

be determined from the viscosity B coefficient. 

If , dBion/dT>0  ;it signifies ion is structure breaking. 

If, dBion/dT<0 ; it signifies the ion is structure making 

The negative or small positive values of  dBion/dT denote structure making and 

large positive values denote structure breaking. 

II.2.15.3 Refractive Index 

Refractive index describes the propagating phenomenon of light i.e. how the path 

of the light gets deviated by entering into a medium.  Refractive index is a physical 

property of solution. It varies with the change in pressure, temperature and wavelength. 
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The concentration of a binary solution can also be determined by the refractive index 

study. So it has a wide variety of application in industrial field as well as research related 

scopes.[14] 

The refractive index (nD ) can be expressed as , 

𝑛𝐷  =  𝑐0/𝑐                                                              (II.13) 

= speed of light in vacuum / speed of light in material 

If the refractive index value for a substance is an arbitrary value Q then it denotes 

that light passes through the medium Q times than travels in vacuum. If the value 

increases the speed of light in that material decreases. 

According to Snell’s law of refraction, 

nB/nA = SinϴA/SinϴB = VA/VB                                                   (II.14) 

nB and nA  are the refractive indices of the two medium and ϴA  and ϴB are the 

incident angle and refracted angle of the light passing through one media to another. VA 

and VB  are the speeds of light in the mediums. 

The refractive index of a transparent substance is dependent on its density and so 

far it was not revealed until Lorentz described it. The Lorentz-Lorentz relation for molar 

refraction is given as follows, 

RM = 
(𝑛𝐷

2 −1)

(𝑛𝐷
2 +2)

𝑀

𝜌
                                                                      (II.15) 

Where, RM is the molar refraction; 𝑛𝐷 is the refractive index; 𝜌 is the density of the 

solution and M is the molar mass. 

The limiting molar refraction has the formula of 

𝑅𝑀 = 𝑅𝑀
0 + 𝑅𝑆√𝑚                                                                   (II.16) 

Where ‘m’ is the solution’s molality and  𝑅𝑀
0  is the limiting molar refraction. 𝑅𝑀

0  

can be considered as a measure of solute-solvent interaction in solution. 


